Tree plantation at ZLD-RO plant -MPL!
Team Maithon along with the team of
M/s Dinobandhu traders participated in a
tree plantation drive. As a result, they planted
55 saplings near ZLD-RO plant of Maithon.
Great work!
Benefits:
Spending time near trees improves physical and
mental health by increasing energy level and speed of
recovery, while decreasing blood pressure and stress.
Green Heroes:
Madan Panda, Dinobandhu Mondal, Mithun Kumar
Sharma, Mohan Kumbhakar and Haladar Mondal

Care for Biodiversity!
Team TPSSL rescued a snake at factory premises
with the help of snake rescuer. Post rescue, the snake was
released in the nearby jungle area.

Benefits:

Snakes can be both predator and prey. While a large prey
population attracts and sustains a large snake population, the snakes also become prey for birds, mammals and
even other snakes!
Note:

If you see a snake, do not panic or try to kill it. They attack only in defence.
Observe from a distance and seek help from the certified snake rescuer. Most
of the snakes are harmless
(only 2% of Indian snakes are venomous).

Green Heroes:
Harish Babu L and Rudrayya

Never refuse to reuse!
Mr. Priyasish Roy from Maithon used a dried coconut
shell for storing fruits. This usable item is light weight
and easy to handle.
Good going!
Benefits:
1. Putting waste to good use
2. Saves material and natural resources
Green Heroes:
Priyasish Roy, Chandan Kumar and Ujjal Mondal

Pledge on Plastic Free India!
On the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti, Children from
Trombay colony along with their parents took a
pledge for plastic free India.
Good going!
Benefits:
Children’s participation in creating environmental
awareness is important and an easy way to become
an environmental steward.
Junior Green Heroes:
Rakesh Soni, Santosh Dange, Sonali Dange, Ayush,
Punit, Dhairya Soni, Srihitha Reddy, Snehith Reddy,
Mirat Agnihotri and Srinivas Reddy

Reusing tags!
Control Desk Engineers of IEL-Kalinganagar used old
danger tag for identification of LOTO box . They used
back side of used danger tag for writing equipment
name and put it on LOTO box for identification.
Good work!
Benefits:
Reuse the paper
Saving natural resources
Green Heroes:
Sukalyan Saha, Pinaki Sur and Sadashiba Sahoo

